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M. Riebe enilRodger L. IWeseth

SUMMARY

was made to tieterminethe reduction in drag
that could W o~tained.for a conventional-type fly@g-boat hull ~y
meens of aero(@emic rcflnements, For comparisons, tests were “
mede on a streamline body “simulatingthe fuselage of a modern
transport airplane.

The unsltered.hull, of len@h-beam ratio 9, had a minimum drag
coefficient of 0.0074 including the interference of the support
wing. Fairing the step for a dtstance equal to nine times tbe
depth of step at the keel 0? fairing out the step ccunpletely
resulted +a approximately the same reduction in ldnimLun drag
coefficient, about I.1percent. Rounding the chines at the bow
for a distence 7 percent of the hull len@h resulted in approxi-
mately a ‘j-percentreduction in minimum drag coefficient when no
other alteration was made on the model. Simultaneously fairing
out the step completely end rounding the low chines reduced the
minimum drag coefficient 14 percent. I?airing the hull completely
resulted in a 26-percent reduction in mtnhmm drag coefficient,
which was the pro~a~le limit without greatly altering the hull
contours. The I.andplanefuse-e had aminimuza drag coefficient
of O.OObj which is about k6 percent less tlmn that for the
unaltered htil end about 27 percent less than that for the com-
pletely faired hull. The hull angle-of-attack range for minimum
drag wqs Mttle affected by aerodynamic refinement and generally
was between qlee of attack of 2° and 3°. The longitudinal
stability and the direction@ stability for the hull with faired
steps end chines were generally about the same as for the original ..
hull.

INTRODTJCTION

Because of the requirements for increased range and speed
in flying %oats, en Investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics
of flying-boat hulls as effected by hull dimensions and hull shape
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is beinF conducteflat the Langley Memorial Aeronautical.Laboratory.
The results of two phases of this investigation, ~resented in
references.1 and 2, have indicated possible ways of reducing hull
drag without causing laqe changes in aelodynsmic stability and
hydroQnemic performance.

The present investigation was made to deter.n?nethe dra~
redu.cttonthat could be obtainod on the con7entioml-type hull
of’a hypothetical flying boat through aerod~namic refinement
land to defnn.sinethe limit of’such reducticus without greatly

altering the general hull contours. The refinements were made to
a hull of leng?th-besmratio 9 (Le.n:leytank model 203 of refer-
ence 1) b,yfai?ing the steg for a distance equal to nine times
the depth of step at’the keel; fairlng out the step completely;
rounding the chfl.nes’at the bow for a distence of about 7 percent
of the hull length; and fairing out the chlnesl chj.neflnros,
and step completely by roundfng the hull bottom. vithout deVices

such as retractable steps and.chines, the more sgvere alterations
would probably be prohibitive because of reduced hydrodynamic
performance. The use of such retracting mechanisms, hcwever, is
believed to be Justified.for aercdynsmlc refinements that show
much pi-cmise. Tests were alsc made on the fuselage o? a modern
h@h-speed landplane, approximately equivalent in size and ~oss
weight to the hypothetical.flyln~ boat, for the purpose of
comparing the drag and sta%illty of the hulls.

COFJFFICE3NTSAKD SYMBOLS

The restits of the tests are presented as standard NACA
coefficients of forces and moments. Rolling-=nt, yawing-
mcment, and pitchjng-moment coefficients =-e given about the
locations “shownIn figures 1 and 2. The win~ area! mean
aerodynamic chord, and span,of a hypothetical flylng lost derived
from the XPBB-1’flying boat (fig. 3) are used in determining *he
coefficients end Reynolds nmiber for both the hull and fueelage
tests. The data are referred to the stalility axes, which are
a sys”bm of axes having their origin at the center of mements
shown in figures 1 and 2 in which the Z-axis is in the place of
symmetry and perpendicular to the relative winfl~the X-axisis
in the plane of symmetry end perpendicular to the Z-axis, and
the Y-axis is pei~endicular to the plane of symmetry. The
posltvlvedirections of the stability axes are shown in ffgure 4.

.
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CL

CD

CY

c1

cm

Cn

The coefficients

11.ftcoefficient

d~ag coefficient

and symbols are dsfhed as follows:

\ qs)

lateral-force coefficient
()

~
qs

rolllng-moment coefficient (L

)(~.

()
pitching-moment coefficient *.

qsc

“( \‘yawing-moment coefficient & ;
\qSb/

Lift = -Z

J)rag= -X when ~. O

x force along X-axfs; pounds

force along Y-axis, pounds,

force along !Z-axis,pounde

rolling moment, foot-pounds

pitching moment, foot-pounds

Yating moment, foot-pounds

(?free-stream dymunic pressure, pounds per equare foot &$_

wing area cf -&scale model of hypothetical frying boat;

18.264 square feet, figure 3

wing mean aerodynamic chord (M.A.c.) of &-scale mo~el of

hypothetical flyi~ boat; 1.377 f’eet,figure 3

wing span cf *- scale model of hypothetical flying boat;

13.97 feet, figure 3

air velocity, feet per second
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P mass density of atr, slugs per cubic foot

* angle of

a e3@e of
line$

R Reynolds

yaw, degrees

attack of hul~ base lfne or fueelage center
degrees

number based on M.A.C. of ~-scale model of’

.

“1

‘hypothet3.calflying boat lU

cm rate of change of pitch?.ng-momentcoefficient with angle
UI

Paof attack - ,
\cksl

c?rate of change cf
[acn

yaw ~Zr
)

%*
rate of than e of

acy
yaw

()z

/“

yating-mment

lateral-force

coefficient with angle of

coefficient with angle of

.
MODEL AND APPARATUS

LanCley tank model 203 was fiesignedby the
dynemics Division and i~ the sam hnll that was
investigation of reference 1; dimensions of the
sentod in figure 1 end offsets, in table I.

Langley Hydro-
us~d In the
model are pre-

The various mo~ificatfcns to the hull, as ekown in ffgwe 5,
were made by the use of int.erchengeableblocks. A sketch of the
step fairing which extended.for a d.?.stancoequal to nine times
the depth of step at the keel is given in figure 6; the fairing
was similar to that in reference 1. The completely fafred step
was constructed by extending the cro.es-sectionoutlane of the
f’orebodybottom at the step of hull ’203to the sternpost with
the keel following an a~bl.trarilyfaired clwe from step to
sternpost} offsets for the complete step fairing e.represented
in table II. The c~feets for the hull boy.the chines of which
were faired.arbitrarily fsw a distance 7 percent of tha hull
length which is believed to he hydrodynami.ca13-ysatisfactory are
presented in tablo III. T&J completely faired hull (table m)
was constructed by making the part of the forobdy below a plSne
half way from the hull base line tc the madnnznhvll height
identical to the part above it; the af%erbody bottom was faired
from the step to the sternpost by semicircles tangent to the hull

.
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sfck and coincMerit with the keel looation of the hull with the
complete step fairlng.

b
The streamlfno body was a &scale mdel of the fuselage of

a typical high-speed landplane, Dimensions of’the fuselage are
given in figure 2 and table T.

The fuselage, hull, and interchangeable blocks were of wood
and wer,e finlehed with pigmented varnish. The models were attaohed
to a support wing which was mounted horizontally in the tunnel as
ehown.in figiie 7; the support wing wae not a scale model of the
hypothetical wing (fig. 3). The wing location was eimilar for
the models with regard to the amount of wing projection above
the body. The wfng was set at an incidence of 4° on both modele
and had a 20.36-inch chord end max@um thicknese of 18 percent
wing chord. Wing ordinates are given in table VI.

The volumee, surface areas, end me.xinkmcross-sectional areas
of the hull with the various aeroi$nsmfc refinements end of the
streamline fuselage ~e glven”in table VII.

TESTS

Test Conflictions

The tests were made in the Langley 300 MFH7- by 10-foot tunnel
at dynamic pressures ranghg from 2’3to 173 pounds pm square foot,
which correspond to airspeeds ranging from 102 to 275 miles per
hour. Refiolds numbers, based on the ting mean aerodxc chord ~
of the hypothetical flytng
Corresponding Mach nmibers

. .

boat, ranged from 1.22 x 10° to 3.05 x 10°.
ranged from 0.13 to 0,35.

Co_.rrections
,.

Blocking corrections have been applied to the data. The
hull drag has been corrected for horizontal-buoyancy effects
Gaused by a tunnel static-pressure gradient. Angles of attack .
have been corrected for struotura.1deflections caused by
aerod~emic forms.

The
with the

Test Procedure

aerodynamic characteristics of the hull and fuselage
titerference of the support wing wgre determined by
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testing the wine alone and the wing and hull or wing and fuselage
combination under like conditions. The hull or fuselage aero-
dynemto coefl~lcientswere then determined by subtraction of
wing-alone coefficients from the coefficients of the complete
configuration.

In order to minimize possible errors resulting from transition
shift on the wing, the wing transition was fixed at the leading
edge for all tests by means of roughness strips of approxhately
0.008-inch-diameter carborundmn particles. The particles were
applied.for a length of 8 percent win~ chora measured along the
airfoil contour frnm the leading edge on both upper and lower
eurfaces.

The hulls and fusela~e were te”stedwith transition fixed.
A transition strip $ inch wide waB located approximately 5 percent

of the hull length aft of the bow. Cew%ormdum particles of
ap~roximately 0.008-inch diameter were used for this strip also.

In,order to correlate the data wfth previous investigations,
for one of tiletests the unaltered hull ’203was attached to the
support wing of reference 1 which was of NACA 4321 section with
a 20-inch chord.

RESULTS Al?DDISCUSSION
,,

The variation of hull and fuselage aerodynamic character-
istics with angle of attack is presented in figure 8; the
variation of hull.and fuselage aerodynamic characteristics
with angle of yaw Is given in figure 9. Within the range tested,
Reynolds number had little or no effect on the &ag and lon~itudinal
stability for the ‘fuselageend the various hull configurations
(fig. 8). For convenience, the minimum drag coefficients C~n
for a,Reynolds number of a%out 2.4 x 1C6, the percentage drag
reduction resulting from the +ar~ous aerodynamic i-efinementsjand
the long.itudinal-stabilityend lateral-stability perimeters for
the various configurations are presented in table VIII.

The data of fi~e 8 tndlcate that for a Reynolds number of
a%out 2.4 x 106 the unaltered hull,’Langley tank model 203, had a
mfnimnm drag coefficient of 0.007k, with the interference of the
present support-wing setup.

Fairing the step for a distance of ntne times the depth of
step at the keel, as shown in figure ~, reduced the hull minimum

●
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drag coefficient about U percent. This reduction agrees with
predictions based on the results of reference 1. Pairing out the
step completely resulted in little or no further reduction in drag
coefficient In the positive angle-of-attack range but difiresult in
some .re&uctionat negative angles of attackj the reduction became
greater as the angles becsme more ne~ative. A British investigation
by Clark end Cameron of a similar configuration showed a sitilaT
result - little or no decrease in drag when the step fairing extended
to the sternpost.

Romdhg the chines at the bow of the hull resulted in a
reduction in minimum drag coefficient of a%out 5 percent when no
other alteration was made on the model. When the complete step
fairing was added to the hull.with the nose faired, the reduction
,fn minimum drag coefficient was 14 percent, 2 percent more then
for the completely fafred step configuration with no nose fairing.
These data indicate that the effects of refinements are somewhat
dependent on the initial cleanness of the hull. Ehown individual
drag reductions caused by fairing parts of a flying-boat hull
cannot he sfmply added to determine the drag coefficient of a
hull incorporating the various refinements if such a proced~e
were followed the est~ted drag might be lower than the actual
value.

Completely fairhg the hull bottom to the sternpost resulted
In a minimum drag coefficient of 0.005~, which indicates that the
maximum reduction in drag coefficient that csn ke obtained on a
conventional-tyye.flying-boat hull by means of aerodynamic
refinement without greatly +Ltering the hull contours is about
26 percent.

,

The angle-of-attack range for minimum drag was little
affected by aerodynamic .refinernentand occurred at angles of .‘:
attack between 2° and 3°, with the exception of the angle-of
attack range for the completely faired hull configuration which
occurred at angles of attack between 3° and 5°.

The streamline fuselage of the Isndplane approximately
equivalent in size ad gross weight to the hypothetical fl@ng
heat had a minimum drag coefficient of 0.00k0 based on the ssme
hypo~hetical.wing area,”which was about 46 percent less than
the minimum drag coefficient for the unaltered hull. This value
was about 27 percent less t&MI that for the completely faired
hull, which indicates the necessity of drastically changing the
hull contours to obtain drag values approaching that of streamline
bodies. At sriglesof attack greater than 6° the streamline
fuselage had a drag coefficient larger than that for the com-
plete~~ faired hull, which probably resulted.from the greater beam
of the streamline body.
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Tests made on the unaltered hull with the support wing of
reference 1 which was 21 percent chcrd thick and with the support
wing of the present investigationwhich Is 18 percent chord thick
are compared in figure 10. The hull minfmum drag coefficient with
the Interformce of the support wing havi& a thiclmess of
21 percent chord, 0“.0066,agrees closely with other tests of the
same configuration given in reference,1, The increase in hull
drag coefficient for the present snpport-wing setup can %e .
attributed to an increasein wing interference.

.

Longitudinal Qta%ility an~ directional stability generally varied
little with eerod,ynamicrefinement) the values of

c%
andc’

(ta%le VIII) were a’bout0.0052 and 0.0012, respectively. The
v

completely faired hull was slightly less unstable than the
unaltered h~l by an smount corresponding to a center-of-gravity
shift of about ~ percent M.A.C. on a flylng boe.t.‘The directional

stability for the streamline fuselage was more then for the hulls;

Cw
was alout 0.0004.

CONCLUSIONS

The remits of tests in the Lem@ey 300 MPH 7- hy 10-foot tunnel
to determine the reduction in drag that could %e made on the
conventional-typehull of a hypoth~tical flying %oat %y means of
aero@smic refinements, to determine the limit of such reductions

without drastically altering the,hull contours, and to compare the
rc+eultswith “testsof a fuselage of a lendplane approximately
equivalent in size end gross weight to the hypothetical flyin$
boat indicate the following conclusions:

.

1. The unaltered hull had a minimum drag coeffioiont of
0.0074 at al?eynolds number ofabout 2.4 x 106 with the in%er-
f’erence”ofthe pr6sent support wing. Fairing the step for a
distance equal tb nine times the depth of stop at the keel or
fairing out the step completely resulted in about the sane
reduction in minimum.drag coefficient, about 11 percent.

2. Roundihg the chines at the bow for a distance of 7 percent
of the hull lerigthresulted in a ~-percent reduction in minimum
drag coefficient when no other alteration was made on the model.

3. Ftiiringout the step completely and rounding the bow
chines reduced the minimum drag coefficient 14 percent, a reduction
about 2 percent larger than the reduction for the completely
faire?lstep configuration with no low fairin.g.

.

r!
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4. Fairing the hull completely resnlted In a reduction in
minimum drag coefficient of 26 percent, the probable limit of
drag’reduction on a conventional-t~e hull without greatly
altering the hull contours.

5. The landphne fuselage had a minimum drag coefficient
of 0.0040 whioh was 46 percsnt less then that for tho unaltered
flying-heat hull end cbout27 percent less than that for the
completely faired hull.

6. I%own individual drag re?lucticnecausedby fairing parts
of a flying-boat hull cannot be s?.mplyadded to determine the
drag coefficient of’a hull inccrporatine several different
refinements,

7. The angle-of-attack renge for minimum drag was little
affected by aerodynamic refinement and occruzredletween angles of
attack of 2° and 3°, with the exception of the angle-of-attack
range for the cmnpletely faired hti which occurred between 3°
end 5°.

8. Longitudinal.stability and directional stability for the
hulls with refinements were generally about the seineas for the
unaltered hull.

I

I

Lengley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Vs., March7, 1.947
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2 8.50 3.e6 13.N 17.36 3.e6 6.50

3 12.-n 4.32 14.08 18.41. 4.32 y.92 s

4 17.00 4.61 14.s2 19.12 b.61 s.48 -s

FE>

3
s a .25 k.~ lb.81 19J% 4.79 5.1$) *

6
3

25.50 4.89 14.99 19.88 4.89 3.01 ~

7 a .75 4.92 15.07 19.99 4.92 4.93 1-
*

8 34.00 4.925 I?.08 xl.03 k.92 4.92
E

9 38.z3 4.~ v .08 xl.Cm h.92 b.92 :
Q $

10 42.50 k.~ 15.08 20.W k.92 4.92
$

~

11 46.75 k.~ 15.08 20.(XI b.92 b.92 x
E

1% 51.Ok 4.= 15.0s 20.CC1 4.92 h.92 ~

13 w.= k.91 15.W 20.(M 4.87 4.92

@

s

14 ~ .W 4.85 15.lk 20.Cm 4.67 4.92 % +— +- $
2

15 63.75 k.~ U .23 2Q.00 4.3s k.92 ~

16 68.ca 4.65
2

15.33 20.(x) 4.03 b.92 ‘G%i
17 72.2s 4.b8 4.92: ---u

17.72 20 XXI 3.50 ==e
.~=

18 X .W 4.28 15.73 20al 2.83 b.W : X2 $s
K p

19 %).75 4.03 15.9’720.03 2.07 4.92 L_&

20 @ .00
06

3.73 16.$?7m .00 1.08 b.9,2

S.P. 88.68 4.72 0 4.72

21 @.= y.28 3.40 16.&) 20.&l

22 93.50 8.~ 3.02 16.98 20.0s

23 9’7.75 11.43 2.61 17.39 20.00

24 102.00 13.61 2.16 17.84 20.00 .$ %
o

23 106.27 15.31 1.69 18.31 ‘a .G3 ~

26 110.50 16.78
.-

1 .1-I 18.83 20.00 ;

- 114.75 18.25 .63 19.37 20.00

‘116.65 18.93
H

A.P. .39 19.61 20.00

1

I
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14 NACA TN No. 1337

TABLE V

ORDINATES F(JRLANDPUNX FUSELAGE

[@ dimensions are given in inches~

Station Radius StatIon Radius

0.158 0.408 50.989 6.440

.527 .838 54.309 6.420
1.054 1.263 58.143 6.354

2.108 1.887 62.267 6.254

3*373 2.462 66.378 6.121

5●059 3.071 69.896 5.985

7.906 3.E&! 72.557 5.@k
8.432 3●9M 76.404 5.642

lo*80k 4.496 79.843 5.420

14.124 ~.064 84.033 5.103

17.457 5.492 w .538 4-797

20.580 5.790 91.015 4.451

23.584 6.003 94.494 b.058

26.483 6.156 97*973 3.616

29.513 6.27k 101#451 3.118

33.031 6.369 104.837 2.573

36.918 6.436 108.144 1.978

40.1$5 6.467 111.543 1.293

43.716 6.481 U4 .521 , .624

45.166 6.k82 117.050 0

47.524 6.479

—.

NATIONAL ADUSORY

●

I

,

.
COMMITTEE FOR AXRONAIJTICS
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TlJ3EEVI

(IRDINATESFOR SUPPCIRTWING

@ dimensions are given In percent choti~

Station Upper surface Lower surface

0.5 1●739 1.119
●75 2.084 1.412

1.23 2.609 1=*
2.50 3*W5 2.700
5.00 4.967 3.768
7.50 5.993 4.520

10.00 6.fh3 5.103
15.00 8.089 5:972
20.00 9.023 6.569
25.00 99707 6.986
30.00 10.183 7.248
35.00 10.M2 79379
40.00 10.609 7.396
45.00 10.569 7.2&
50.00 10.365 7.052
55.00 9*991 6.698
60.00 8.$ p&
6’j.00
70.00 7:883 4:920
g .OcJ 6.%9 I 4.129

85:00
3●733 1. 3.286
b.494 2.419

90.00 3.141 1:2$
95.00 1.663
100.00 .017 .017

. E. radiue: 0.948
lope of radius through end of chord: O .25h8k

NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS.

.



16 INACA TN No. 1337

TABLE v-n

VOLUMES, SURFACE AREAS, AND MAXIMUM CROSS-SECTIONALAREAS

01’1ANGIE% ‘I!AI?KMODEL 203 WITH AERODYNAMIC lUFllUhlEI~

AND OF SEWMUIU FUE@XGE

Camiguration I

Unaltered hull

Bow chines rounded

Step faired nim times
depth & step at keel

Step faired completely

Step faired completely
and bow ChiXleS
rounded

Hull completely
faired.

streamline
fuselage ●

volume
:Cu in.)

u, 916

U,933

u?,973

13,268

13,287

13,114

10,270

Surfaoe ma
(Sq in.)

4581

4581

4604

468I.

4681

4574

3630

sectional area ~
(Sq in. ) ~

182

N3’2

1!?2

I

175 “ ;
i

132 I

4

.

❑
1.
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TABLE VIIC

DRAG MD STfiBILITY PKMMEERS oFLAmLEYTm MoDKLm3

wlTHmoD!mMIcFm mmEmsm~ FusELAm

&eg mdfichltxi are prwmtea for R ~ 2.40 x loq

Drag km ~ &
Configllmwn’1 C%ln g::; —fora=co >f’ora=po

s % *

Unaltered hull 0.0074 --------- 0,0052 0.0012 0.(2053

Bowahines romuled ●OO7O 5 .0050 .0012 .0053

Stap fairednine times
defpthof atop at Iu3el .00& 11 .0050 .(X)12 JM53

Step faird completely .0065 12 .0051 .Cim. .0063

Step fahwd completely

Wd bow Cmles rmmded .O@ 14 .0050 -------------- --.....-------

Hull COIHPlete~ falrad .0055 26 .0045 .0012 .0043

Streamlhe fnaelage .0040 46 .0053 .0004 .0014

lwYmmAL JumsoRY

CcmmTEE m JmRo?JAms
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Figure 2.- Lines ofthe streamlinefuselsge.
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?XACA TN No. 1307
Fig. 3

S = /8.264 f{’
& =/3.97 fi

c= 1.377ft
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NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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Figure 3.- Comparison of ~- scalemodels oftheXPBB-1 flyingboat

and hypotheticalflyingboatincorporatinghull203..
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F@ure 4.- System of stabilityaxes. Positivedirectionsofforces,
moments, and anglesare indicatedby arrows.
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NACA TN No. 1337 Fig. 5
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Unaltered

Bow

Step

Step

chines rounded 7 percent
of hulllength

faired nine times step
depth at keel

faired completely

Step faired completely and bow
chines rounded 7 percent of
hull length

Hull completely faired

Figure 5.- Langley tank model 203 unaltered and with
aerodynamic refinements.

tlATIOhAL AOWSORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONW71CS

LA?AOUY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LAEORA70RY - LA KOLEY FtELO . VA.



IVACA TN No. 1307 Fig. 6
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Figure 6.- Generaldetailsofstepfairedninetimes depthof stepat
keel. Bottom view ofhull.
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Figure 7’.- Langley tank model 303 with bow chines rounded Y percent of hulllengthmounted

inthe Langley ~ MPH 7’-by 10%oot tunnel.
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NIACA TN NO. 1307

Y I I I I I I

v
A

D
Q

Bow chnes rounded
StepfuIreOflinf~lmes
step Oepth d ked

Step i@ired complete/
YStep fuired complete y

and bow chjnes rounded
A’u/l comp@e/> fait&
Stream/ihe fu.5e/age

Fig. 8a

1 1 I

1
I 1 I 1

I I 1

I I I I I I I I I
I

./
NATIONAL AOVISORY

COMMITTEE ~ AERONAUTS

7 ~

-/2 -8 -4 0 4 8 12

al

/+7# of ivtf.oc~a, G&y

(a) R = 2.4 x 10GO

Figure 8.- Effect of aerodynamic refinement on the aerodynamic
characteristics in pitch of Langley tank model 203.
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(b) R = 3.0 x 106.

Figure 8.- Concluded.
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NACA TN NO. 1307 Fig. 9

Figure 9.-
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Step depth at kee/
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-4 Q 4 (5’ /2 /6 20

Ang.~ of yaw, ~, dig

Effect of aerodynamic refinement on the aerodynamic
203, R = 102 x 106;characteristics in yaw of Langley tank model

a = 2°.
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Fig. 10 NACA TN No. 1337

Figure 10.-
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Effect of support-wing interference on “the
characteristics in pitch of Lan~ley tank model 203.
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